WOLF TRAP FOUNDATION FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS PRESENTS
FIELD TRIP FRIDAYS

Chapter One: Sopa De Tomate Performed by Musiquita

Whether you live in Colombia or Michigan, everyone gets hungry! Let’s try some sopa de tomate (tomato soup).
To Prepare for This Experience

- **Have everybody join!** This field trip is highly interactive and includes something for everyone! We encourage you to share this experience with friends and family all ages.
- **Find an open space.** You will experience opportunities for movement like stretching, moving your arms and jumping in place -- so if possible, join from a space that allows everyone to move freely.
- **Join at your own pace.** Don’t worry if your child chooses not to participate in the whole experience, or is shy at first. They will likely be encouraged to join in if they see others participating.

Sights and Sounds

- queso (cheese)
- pepinos (cucumbers)
- pan con queso (grilled cheese)
- cajon
- violin
- sopa de tomate (tomato soup)
Songs and Lyrics

“Musiquita” written by Musiquita

Hi! Hello!
Arriba! Abajo!
Hola

Musiquita para ti
Musiquita para mi
Musiquita chiqui-rriqui-tica
Musiquita, ya está aquí!

Para ti
Para mi
Para todos
Ay! Si si!
“Sopa de Tomate” written by Musiquita

¿Qué es eso?
Eso es queso
¿Qué es eso?
Pan con queso
¿Qué es eso?
Pan con queso
¡Y sopa de tomate!

Sopa de tomate
¡Y pepinos!
¡Yum!

“Tomato Soup”

What is that?
That is cheese
What is that?
Bread with cheese
What is that?
Bread with cheese
And tomato soup

Tomato soup
And cucumbers!
Yum!

Conversation Starters for Extended Learning

Jesse is from Michigan and Blanca is from Colombia which means they are from different countries.

- Where are you from?
- Do you have any friends or family who are from other countries? Where are they from?

No matter who you are or where you’re from, everyone gets hungry!

- What is your favorite food?
- What do you like to eat with your family?
- If you had a garden, what would you grow in it that you can eat?

Artist Information

To learn more, please visit https://www.musiquita.nyc/ and https://www.youtube.com/@Musiquita
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